
A HISTORY OF THE EVENTS THAT OCCURRED AND STARTED THE CIVIL

WAR

This page describes some of the events which helped lead to the Civil War. Decades of Division. The Civil War was the
culmination of a series of confrontations concerning the institution of slavery. . (Kansas Historical Society) . Abolitionist.

While the agreement succeeded in postponing outright hostilities between the North and South, it did little to
address, and in some ways even reinforced, the structural disparity that divided the United States. Immigrants
also began seeing the fast-growing nation as a land of opportunity and began coming here in record numbers.
Homesteading in the West. Here are eight ways the Civil War indelibly changed us and how we live: 1. We
prize America as a land of opportunity. Flowers, that's why. Lincoln died the next morning, the first American
president to be assassinated. In , South Carolina was the only state to have a majority slave population, yet in
all southern states slavery served as the foundation for their socioeconomic and political order. Before the
Civil War, the concept of liberty and justice for all meant little unless you were white and male. Army quickly
captures New Mexico. In the Western Theater, Union forces made deep penetrations into Dixie, beginning the
year along the Ohio River and finishing it in control of Middle and West Tennessee, with outposts in
Mississippi. Another factor was territorial expansion. The combined forces of Robert E. In , with the Union's
expenses mounting, the government had no way to continue paying for the war. In the decades following the
conflict, those who did not wish to upset adherents of either side simply called it The Late Unpleasantness.
Library of Congress In the growth years following the Louisiana Purchase, Congress was compelled to
establish a policy to guide the expansion of slavery into the new western territory. The proposal would also
free all children of slave parents in Missouri when they reached the age of  We identify ourselves as
Democrats and Republicans. Although the Union stopped Confederate Gen. Ever since, whether big
government or small government, whether doves or hawks, black or white, we have all been one thing:
Americans. Lincoln announced his Emancipation Proclamation. Birney of Kentucky for President. The Civil
War began during medieval medicine's last gasp and ended at the dawn of modern medicine. Over three days
of fierce fighting, the Confederates were unable to push through the Union center, and suffered casualties of
close to 60 percent. Some , black soldiers would join the Union Army by the time the war ended in , and 38,
lost their lives.


